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Many mathematicians have studied automorphisms of graphs. Here we shall study
a more general concept — the concept of meromorphism of a graph.
Let G be a graph; for the sake of simpHcity we shall consider here undirected
graphs without loops and multiple edges, but the results can be easily generahzed to
the graphs with loops and multiple edges and also to digraphs.
A meromorphic mapping, or shortly meromorphism, of the graph G is an iso
morphic mapping of G into itself.
In other words, it is a one-to-one mapping m which maps the vertex set of G into
itself and the edge set of G into itself, such that the vertices m(u) and m{v) are joined
by the edge m[h) if and only if the vertices и and v are joined by the edge h.
Evidently automorphisms are particular cases of meromorphisms. They are such
meromorphisms which map G onto G (i.e., they map the vertex set and the edge set
of G each onto itself). A meromorphism of G which is not an automorphism of G
will be called a proper meromorphism of G. Thus a proper meromorphism m of G
maps G not onto G, but onto some proper subgraph of G; denote it by m(G). Ob
viously only infinite graphs can have proper meromorphisms.
All meromorphisms of a given graph G form a semigroup with respect to their
product (superposition).
Lemma 1. Let a be an automorphism of a graph G, let m be a proper meromorphism of G. Then the products am, ma are both proper meromorphisms of G.
Proof. As m is a proper meromorphism of G, it maps G onto some proper sub
graph m{G) of G. Let w be a vertex of G not belonging to m{G)\ we have и Ф m{v)
for any vertex v of G. As a is an automorphism of G, the inverse automorphism a~^
exists. Take u' = a{u). We have u' Ф am{v) for any vertex v of G, because u' = am(v)
would imply и = a~^(u') = m{v), which would be a contradiction. Thus we have
proved that u' ф am{G), therefore am(G) Ф G and am is a proper meromorphism
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of G. Now consider again the vertex u. There is w Ф m(v) for any vertex v of G.
Therefore also и Ф ma(w) for any vertex w of G, because v = a(w) is a vertex of G
and we have и Ф w(t;). Therefore also ma is a proper meromorphism of G.
Lemma 2. T/ie product rn^nii of two proper meromorphisms m^, m2 of the graph G
is a proper meromorphism of G.
Proof. There exists a vertex w of G such that и Ф m^iv) for any vertex v of G.
Therefore also и Ф mim2(w) for any vertex w of G (as in the proof of the previous
lemma) and mim2 is a proper meromorphism of G.
Lemma 3. The semigroup 9Jl(G) of all meromorphisms of a given graph G is leftcancellative.
Proof. Let a, b, с be meromorphisms of the graph G and let öfo = ас. Then
ab{u) = ac(u) for any vertex и of G. As a is a meromorphism of G, it maps the vertex
set of G into itself in a one-to-one manner. Therefore the equality of images ab{u),
ac{u) of b(u) and c(u) in the mapping a implies the equality of b(u) and c{u). As
ab{u) = ac(u) holds for any vertex и of G, the equality b{u) = c(u) holds also for
any vertex w of G and b = c, (The isomorphic mapping of a graph without loops and
multiple edges is uniquely determined by its restriction on the vertex set of this
graph. Therefore isomorphisms of such graphs are often considered only as mappings
of the vertex set onto the vertex set of the image graph.)
Remark. We cannot assert in general that the semigroup Ш{G) is also right
cancellative. The equality ba = ca does not imply b = c, but only the equality of the
restrictions of b and с on the subgraph a{G).
From Lemma 2 it follows that the proper meromorphisms of G form a subsemigroup Шo{G) of 9[R(G); according to Lemma 1 this subsemigroup is an ideal of 9J^(G).
Lemma 4. The semigroup Ш1о(^) ^/ ^'^ proper meromorphisms of G is torsionfree.
Proof. Let m e MQ(G) and assume that m^ = m^ for some non-negative integers
fe, /, where /c Ф /, Without the loss of generahty we can assume that к < I. CanceUing
this equahty from the left by m^ we obtain e = m^"^ where e is the identity mapping
of G{e Ф mo{G), but e e m{G)). Thus m^~^ is the identical mapping of G and m^"^"^
is the inverse mapping to m. As m maps G onto some proper subgraph m{G), the
inverse mapping m^'^"^ must map m(G) onto G and therefore (as it is one-to-one)
it is defined only on m{G) and not on whole G. Therefore m'~^~^ is not a mero
morphism, but it is a power of a meromorphism, which contradicts Lemma 2.
The results from the Lemmas can be summarized in a theorem.
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Theorem 1. Let Ш{0) be the semigroup of all meromorphisms of a graph G.
Then m{G) is left-cancellative and Ш{0) = %{G) u mo{G), where 31(G) n Шо{0) =
= 0, %{G) is a subgroup ofW{G) and SRo(^) ^^ either a torsion-free subsemigroup
ofШ{G) which is an ideal ofWfl(G), or the empty set.
R e m a r k . A subgroup of a semigroup is a subsemigroup of this semigroup which
is a group.
Now we shall prove another theorem which is a generalization of the well-known
Frucht Theorem [1]. It will be proved in a similar way. Let us note that mero
morphisms can be defined also for digraphs in the same way as for undirected graphs.
Theorem 2. Let Ш be an at most countable left-cancellative semigroup p with a
unit and Ш1 = 91 u 9Jlo» where 9X n 9W = 0, 91 a group, WQ either a torsion-free
semigroup which is an ideal in 5Ш, or the empty set. Then there exists a graph G
whose meromorphism semigroup is isomorphic to 9Л.
Proof. First we shall construct an analogon of the Cayley colour graph of a group.
To the elements m e 9Jl we assign in a one-to-one manner vertices w^ which will form
the vertex set of the graph GQ. TO the elements m e Ш1 we assign also in a one-to-one
manner the colours c^. Now if a, b, x are elements of Ш and b = ax, we lead a di
rected edge from u^ into u^ and colour it by c^. We make this for all elements of Ш;
there are no other edges in GQ. NOW for any m e Ш1 we define the mapping fi^ so
that ii„t{^a) = ^ma ^ г апу аеШ. The mapping ju^ is a meromorphism of GQ which
preserves the colours of edges. If there exists a directed edge from u^ into u^ of the
colour c^, it means that b = ax. The images of u^ and Wf, in JJ,^ are w^« and w^^,
respectively. We have mb = max, therefore there exists also an edge of the colour c^
from м^д to w^5. If there exists no directed edge of the colour c^ from u^ into Uj,, it
means that b Ф ax. Therefore also mb Ф max according to the left-cancellativity
of Ш and there is no directed edge from м^^ into м^^ of the colour c^. From the leftcancellativity of Ш it follows also that it is one-to-one and therefore it is really a mero
morphism of Go preserving the colours of edges. Now let тг be a meromorphism of GQ
preserving the colours of edges. Let e be the unit element of 91. We shall prove
that e is the left unit of the whole semigroup Ш. If meШ, let n = em. We have
en — e^m, but e^ = e, thus en = em and by cancelling e from the left we obtain
n — m. Thus from the vertex м^ a directed edge of the colour c^ leads to u^ for any
хеШ. Let n{u^ = u^ for some теШ. For any хеШхЫ image 7r(w^.) of the vertex u^
is the terminal vertex of the directed edge of the colour c^ starting at u^. Such a vertex
is exactly one, namely, u^^. Therefore n{ux) = u^^ = l^mi^x) for each хеШ, and
hence n = pt^. We have proved that the semigroup of all meromorphisms of Go
preserving the colours of edges is formed exactly by all /i^ for теШ. Evidently
l^mßn == t^mm therefore this semigroup is isomorphic to Ш. Now let us number all
elements of 9Л by positive integers in a one-to-one manner; this is possible because Ш
is at most countable. If x is the f-th element of Ш in this numbering, then to c^. we
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assign a graph Hi which consists of an arc of the length 3 consisting of vertices
Vi, 1^2,1^3,1^4 and edges v^v^, v^v^, v^Vi and of arcs of the lengths 2i and 2f + 1
outgoing from 1)3 and v^ respectively (see Fig. 1). Such graphs are due to Frucht.
They are pairwise non-isomorphic and each of them has only an identical auto
morphism. Now in GQ we replace any directed edge ab of the colour c^ by the
graph Hi corresponding to the colour c^ so that v^ is identified with a and V2 with b.
We have obtained the desired graph G.
Now we shall add some other results on meromorphisms of graphs.
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Theorem 3. / / no connected component of a graph G contains a subgraph iso
morphic to another connected component of G, then any connected component of G
is mapped into itself by any meromorphism of G. The assumption of this theorem
cannot be weakened to read ''no two connected components of G are isomorphic''.
The assertion of this theorem is evident. We shall give only an example of the
graph G with two non-isomorphic connected components in which there exist mero
morphisms mapping one component into another. The first component Ci of G
consits of the vertices a^ for all positive integers i and bj for all positive integers
J ^ 4 and of the edges а^а^^ ^ for i = 1, 2 , . . . and ajbj for j = 4, 5,... The second
component C2 of G consists of the vertices a^ for all positive integers i and bj for all
positive integers J ^ 5 and of the edges a\a[+i for i — 1,2,... and а]Ь] for j = 5,6,...
Let us define a meromorphism m of G. We have m{a^ = aj+i? ^(^j) = by+i»
m{a'^ = ai, m{bl) = b^ for i = 1, 2,..., j = 4, 5, ..., к = 5,6,... The graph G is
in Fig. 2.
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Now we shall investigate a vertex of a graph and its images in different powers of
some meromorphism of this graph. Let м be a vertex of the graph G, let m be some
meromorphism of G. Let us study the sequence {m\u)}^=,o. (By m° we understand
the identical mapping.) The mapping m is one-to-one, this means that m\u) = m\u)
for some к and I implies т^"^(м) = т^~^(м). Hence, for /c < /, we can obtain и =
= m^'^u). Therefore there are two possibihties: either the terms in the sequence
{m''(w)}^=o ^^^ pairwise different, or this sequence is periodical without a pre-period.
In the first case we are interested in the "backward prolongation" of such a sequence.
Consider the sequence m~^{u), m~^(w), ... There are two cases possible. Either this
sequence is infinite, or it has some last term, i.e. the term m~\u) which is not in m[G),
i.e. m~\u) Ф m(v) for all vertices v of G; this means that m~^~^{u) does not exist.
In the former case we consider the two-way infinite sequence {ш^{и)}^=^^, in the
latter we denote UQ = m~\u) and consider the sequence {m''(wo)}/c^o- ^^ both cases
such a sequence contains the original sequence. Therefore we have three kinds of
sequences which will be called cycles: finite (from a periodical sequence we take only
one period), one-way infinite, two-way infinite. The sets of elements of cycles form
a partition of the vertex set of G.
Proposition 1. A meromorphism m of a graph G is an automorphism
only if any of its cycles is either finite, or two-way infinite.

of GJf and

Proof. It is well-known that any cycle of an automorphism is either finite, or twoway infinite. On the other hand, to any vertex и in a finite or two-way infinite cycle
of m there exists a vertex m~"^(w), therefore m is a meromorphic mapping onto the
vertex set of G, i.e. an automorphism of G.
Theorem 4. / / m is a proper meromorphism of a graph G, then m^(G) is a proper
subgraph of m\G) for any two positive integers k, I such that к > I.
Proof. According to Proposition 2 m must contain at least one one-way infinite
cycle; this Cycle can be chosen so that its first term и is not in m{G). Then for any
positive integer к the graph m\G) contains all m\u) for j ^ к and does not contain
m\u) for J < k. Therefore if к > I, then m\u), ?n^"^^(w),..., m^"^(w) are contained
in m\G), but not in m\G).
Theorems. Denote m'^{G) = П m\G). If m'^^{G) ф 0, then the restriction of m
on m'^ifj) is an automorphism

of

m'^ip).

Proof. Let M be the first term of some one-way infinite cycle of m and let w be not
in m{G). Then for any vertex m\u) there exists a graph m^^'^{G) which does not con
tain it and therefore no vertex of a оШ-way infinite cycle belongs to m'^{G). On the
other hand, all vertices of finite and two-way infinite cycles are contained in m'^ip),
because any one of them is an image of some other in any power of m. Thus the
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vertex set of m'^^G) consists exactly of all vertices of G which are contained in finite
and two-way infinite cycles. The restriction of m on m'^{G) has therefore only finite
and two-way infinite cycles and is an automorphism of m'^^G).
We shall give an example of a graph G with the meromorphism m such that m'^(G)
is an empty graph. This graph is a one-way infinite arc consisting of the vertices ai
for all non-negative integers i and of the edges a^a^+i for i = 0, 1, ... The mero
morphism m is defined so that m(a^) = a^ + i for г = 0, 1, ... This meromorphism
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has exactly one cycle and this cycle is one-way infinite, therefore m'^{G) is empty.
Now consider a graph G' consisting of the vertices a^- for all non-negative integers i,
the vertices bj for j = 1, ..., fe and of the edges ÜIÜI+I for i = 0, 1, ..., bjbj+i for
j = 1, ..., к — 1, Ьф^ and all ö^b^, where i = 0, 1? • • • and I = i (mod /c), 1 ^ I ^ /c.
Define m' so that m'(a^) = a/+i, ^'{Ъ-) = fe^ + i for i = 0, 1, ..., j = 1, ..., fc — 1,
m\bj,) = bj. Here m''^(G') is the circuit consisting of all bj and the edges joining
them. Therefore G' is a graph with a proper meromorphism m' such that m"^{G') is
non-empty.
From Theorem 5 a corollary follows.
Corollary. Let G be a graph, Wfl{G) the semigroup of all meromorphisms of G.
Let GQ = C\ ^ " ^ ( G ) . / / Go is non-empty, then the restrictions of all meromorphisms of G on GQ are automorphisms

of GQ.
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In the end we shall mention the case when SDî(G) is commutative. In this case we
can form an analogon of the factor-group of a group. The group Ш{0) can be par
titioned into classes according to the group of automorphisms ЩО). We put m ^n
for two elements m, n of 9Jl(G), if and only if there exists a e ЩО) such that n = am.
We have m '^ m for each m e SOî(G), because m = em and e e Щб). Further m ^ n
implies n ^ m, because n = сгт implies m = a~^n and a~^ e ^(G). If m ^ n,n ^ p,
then m ^ p, because m ^ n means n = am, n ^ p means p = bn, where a e ^{G),
b 6 91(G), and p = abm, where ab e 91(G). Therefore ^ is an equivalence on Ш{0);
all elements of 91(G) belong to the same class of this equivalence. Further ^^ is a con
gruence; if m ^ n, p '^ q, then n = am, q = bp, where a e 91(G), b e 91(G), and
nq = abmp, where ab e 9l(G), which means mp ^ nq. Therefore the classes of ^
form a semigroup, which may be called the factor-semigroup 5QI(G)/9I(G).
Proposition 2. All elements of the factor-semigroup 5[R(G)/9I(G) {defined in the
case when Ш{о) is commutative) except for the class containing all elements o/9ï(G)
are of infinite order.
Proof. Assume that m^ ^ m\ where к < L This means m^ = am^, where a e 9l(G).
The semigroup SR(G) is left-cancellative according to Lemma 3; if it is also com
mutative, it is cancellative. CancelHng m^ from the equality m' = am^ we obtain
m^~^ - a, therefore m^"^ e 9ï(G). As Шо{0) is an ideal of Ш{0), the power m^~^
can be in 91(G) (therefore not in Шо{С)) only if m e 91(G).
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